Studies on the Way

Primer III Lesson 2

Joseph Takes Mary To Be His Wife
约瑟【yuēsè】 Joseph (Biblical name).
约瑟夫【yuēsèfū】 Joseph (Biblical name).
约【yuē】 make an appointment; arrange; ask or invite in advance; pact;
agreement; appointment; restrict; restrain; economical; frugal; simple; brief; about;
around; approximately; <math.> reduction of a fraction.
瑟【sè】 <music> a twenty-five-stringed plucked instrument, somewhat similar to
the zither.
夫【fū】 husband; man; <old> a person engaged in manual labour.

约
瑟
丈夫【zhàngfū】 man; husband.
丈【zhàng】 a unit of length (=3.333 metres); measure (land); a form of address for
certain male relatives by marriage.
夫【fū】 husband; man; <old> a person engaged in manual labour.

丈
夫
娶【qǔ】 marry (a woman); take to wife.

娶
休【xiū】 stop; cease; rest; <old> cast of one's wife and send her home; <> good
fortune.

休息【xiūxī】 have (or take) a rest; rest.
息【xī】 breath; news; cease; stop; rest; grow; interest; <formal> one's children.
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休
休娶【xiūqǔ】to divorce one's Wife

休
娶
思念【sīniàn】 think of; long for; miss.
思【sī】 think; consider; deliberate; think of; long for; thought; thinking.
念【niàn】 think of; miss; read aloud; study; attend school.

思
念
使者【shǐzhě】 emissary; envoy; messenger.
使【shǐ】 send; tell sb. to do sth.; use; employ; apply; make; cause; enable; envoy;
messenger; if; supposing.
者【zhě】 used after an adjective or verb as a substitute for a person or a thing.

使
者
梦【mèng】 dream.

梦
向【xiàng】 direction; face; turn towards; take sb.'s part; side with; be partial to; to;
against; always; all along; a surname.
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向
妻子【qīzi】 wife.
妻子【qīzi】 wife and child.
妻【qī】 wife.
子【zǐ】 son; child; person; ancient title of respect for learned or virtuous man; seed;
egg; young; tender; small; something small and hard; copper coin; copper; viscount;
the first of the twelve Earthly Branches.

妻
子
同房【tóngfáng】 of the same branch of a family; (of husband and wife) sleep
together; have sexual intercourse.
同【tóng】 same; alike; similar; be the same as; together; in common.
房【fáng】 house; room; a house-like structure; a branch of a family; (Fang2) a
surname.

同
房
等【děng】 class; grade; rank; equal; wait; await; when; till; <auxiliary> and so on;
and so forth; etc..

等
教训【jiàoxun】 lesson; moral; chide; teach sb. a lesson; give sb. a talking-to;
lecture sb. (for wrongdoing, etc.).
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教
训
Supplementary Vocabulary
名叫【míngjiào】 called; named; clepe; hight; by the name of; answer to the name
of.
Reading & Writing Chinese (Simplified Character Edition Third Edition; Willian
McNaughton Tuttle Publishing ISBN 0-8048-3509-8

*Cheng & Tsui Chinese Character Dictionary, Wang Huidi Editor-in-Chief . ISBN
0-88727-314-9. This book has stroke order.
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